
BRICON nv Europark Oost 15C, 9100 Sint-Niklaas E-mail: bricon@bricon.be

ORDERFORM

2022

FED number: Name:

Address:

Postal code: City: Country:

Telephone: E-mail:

Light


Subscription = 229 €

per year (min 3 year).


+100 € deposit

Premium


Subscription = 289 €

per year (min 3 year).


+100 € deposit

Full


Subscription = 349 €

per year (min 3 year).


+100 € deposit

Purchase + sub


1.199 € 
Subscription = 149 €

per year (min 3 year).
Subscriptions, 


details on flip side.

EXTRA PRODUCTS

1 Field antenna - 14 cm ( G - model ) with 2m cable and P-led € 98,00 X =

2 Field antenna - 28 cm ( G - model ) with 2m cable and P-led € 180,00 X =

4 Field antenna - 50 cm ( G - model ) with 2m cable and P-led € 270,00 X =

6 Field antenna - 70 cm ( G - model ) with 2m cable and P-led € 345,00 X =

2m Antenna cable € 19,50 X =

3m Antenna cable € 25,00 X =

5m Antenna cable € 31,00 X =

10m Antenna cable € 43,00 X =

17,5m Antenna cable € 51,50 X =

25m Antenna cable € 60,00 X =

40m Garden cable € 85,00 X =

50m Garden cable € 99,00 X =

Split Cable (2 clock connexion) € 19,00 X =

Total Chip Rings =

Backup Battery € 160,00 X =

3m Power cable (V6000) € 14,50 X =

5m Power cable (V6000) € 18,00 X =

10m Power cable (V6000) € 29,50 X =

15m Power cable (V6000) € 39,00 X =

30m Power cable (V6000) € 47,50 X =

Extra power supply 1500 mA € 31,50 X =

Extra power supply 6000 mA € 80,00 X =

Total acquisition in minus (only deductible from purchases) -

Extra (installing, …)

Total purchases + first subscription + deposit (if applicable) 

Yearly subscription

Speedy Old -€ 30,00

Speedy NL -€ 50,00

Little Old -€ 30,00

Little NL -€ 50,00

Speedy X-treme -€ 125,00

X-treme -€ 200,00

Other

Total

Acquisition

Signature:


Date:

B5000 - Classic 20 € 33,00

B5000 - Classic 50 € 82,00

B5000 - Classic 100 € 159,00

B5000 - Sticks 20 € 30,50

B5000 - Sticks 50 € 75,00

B5000 - Sticks 100 € 145,00

Total

Chip Rings



BRICON nv Europark Oost 15C, 9100 Sint-Niklaas E-mail: bricon@bricon.be

Light - 229 € / year 
Subscription for 3 years with an annual 
fee of 229 € for the light subscription 
and a one-time deposit of 100 € that 
you get back when you return the 
PASbox.  

This formula includes: 

- the rental of a PAS box 
- access with login to PAS-live 
- live results via PAS-live 
- info about your system always and 
everywhere 
- use of the PASapp 
- receive push messages of the arrivals 
- warning (failure or system not active) 
via push and app when the race is 
active 
- PIGEON TABLE MAX 100 PIGEONS 
- your own portal with your flight 
calendar and basketing and arrival lists 
in PAS-live 
- Pre-nominations and filling in the 
Pool sheet through the portal 
- full info of your arrivals live, including 
the positions in the club ... Up to 
national 
- view your trainings at all times 
- never delete it again 
- all arrivals of both race and training 
are saved 
- automatic registration of all pigeons 
- PASservice included, 100% 
guarantee (change device)

Premium - 289 € / year 
Subscription for 3 years with an annual 
fee of 289 € for the premium 
subscription and a one-time deposit of 
100 € that you get back when you 
return the PASbox.  

This formula includes: 

- the rental of a PAS box 
- access with login to PAS-live 
- live results via PAS-live 
- info about your system always and 
everywhere 
- use of the PASapp 
- receive push messages of the arrivals 
- warning (failure or system not active) 
via push and app when the race is 
active 
- PIGEON TABLE MAX 200 PIGEONS 
- your own portal with your flight 
calendar and basketing and arrival lists 
in PAS-live 
- Pre-nominations and filling in the 
Pool sheet through the portal 
- full info of your arrivals live, including 
the positions in the club ... Up to 
national 
- view your trainings at all times 
- never delete it again 
- all arrivals of both race and training 
are saved 
- automatic registration of all pigeons 
- PASservice included, 100% 
guarantee (change device) 
- add loft names to the pigeon table 
- add individual pigeon info 
- receive push messages with release 
info 

Full - 349 € / year 
Subscription for 3 years with an annual 
fee of 349 € for the full subscription 
and a one-time deposit of 100 € that 
you get back when you return the 
PASbox.  

This formula includes: 

- the rental of a PAS box 
- access with login to PAS-live 
- live results via PAS-live 
- info about your system always and 
everywhere 
- use of the PASapp 
- receive push messages of the arrivals 
- warning (failure or system not active) 
via push and app when the race is 
active 
- PIGEON TABLE - NO LIMIT 
- your own portal with your flight 
calendar and basketing and arrival lists 
in PAS-live 
- Pre-nominations and filling in the 
Pool sheet through the portal 
- full info of your arrivals live, including 
the positions in the club ... Up to 
national 
- view your trainings at all times 
- never delete it again 
- all arrivals of both race and training 
are saved 
- automatic registration of all pigeons 
- PASservice included, 100% 
guarantee (change device) 
- add loft names to the pigeon table 
- add individual pigeon info 
- receive push messages with release 
info 
- extra page with functions in PAS-
live 
- create individual training flights 
- individual results per pigeon 
- individual performance curve per 
pigeon 
- overview of the races and missing 
arrivals  
- connection to existing pedigree 
programs 
- create PDF files of your results 
- export possibility of your data 
- And more …

Purchase + data subscription 
PASbox for 1.199 € + data 149 € / year (full) 

This data subscription is the full subscription and therefore you are assured of all options! You can also benefit from 
acquisition of your existing clocks (max. 2) which we immediately deduct from the purchase of the PASbox (see list of 

acquisition prices).


